(1). The matrix X is a solution of Zî-o RiX' = 0 if and only if the canonical triangular form (c.t.f.)2 A of A -X (A = XPlXn where X is a commutative indeterminate) is a right divisor of the c.t.f. P(A) of Zí=o -R<A\ (In the remainder of this paper we shall use R(X) to represent Z*=o R<X*, R(A) to represent Zï-o RiA*, and so forth.) (2) . The problem of factoring P(A) = Q(A)A(A) is reduced to solving equations of the type pw-qußn, qnaij=pij -Zi-i+i iuo-u mod a¡¡, and qji = a¡i = 0 (j>i, i=l, 2, • • • , n), where the elements an are so chosen that the degree of JJj_ j ai( is less than or equal to j, and the degree of Ylí-i an is equal to «.
(3). The necessary and sufficient condition that A(X) = Z*-o AiA1 be the c.t.f. of a matrix A -X is that Wi = (A" A,-U • • ■ , Ai) be of rank « [3] . Since X is of necessity square of order «, fact 3 is still valid. The first fact is based upon a factor theorem, namely, X is a solution of
R(X)=0 if and only if R(A)=S(A)(A-X).
The dimensions of the coefficients do not affect this factor theorem. However, steps 1 and 2 involve the concept of the c.t.f. of R(A) and must be reconsidered. The cases m > n and m < n will be treated separately.
Case I. m>n. Let
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Proceeding in the same manner as is used to find the c.t.f. of a square matrix,3 it may be shown that there is a unimodular matrix Umxm such that
where P is unique and is in canonical triangular form. If X is a solution of R(X) =0, it follows that
where A is the c.t.f. of A -X. Likewise, if P = QA, it follows that and the following theorem is true.
Theorem 1. If m>n, X is a solution of R(X) =0 if and only if X is a solution of P(X) =0 where P(X) has nXn matrices as coefficients.
Let P"(A) be an »X« matrix formed by using » rows of P(A).
Lemma 1. If R(X) =0 has a solution and if | P"(A)| is considered for all possible choices of the n rows, then these determinants must have a common factor of degree ».
Proof. Since R(A)=S(A)(A-X),
it follows that P"(A) = 5"(A) (A-X), and it is easily shown that Bz = 0, Bi = 0, and therefore R(A) = (Pt, P2) = (Bi,B2)(A-X).
Therefore, X is a solution of R(X) =0 if and only if X is a solution of the matrix equation R*(X)=0, whose coefficients are «X» matrices. However, since |i?*(A)| =0 it follows that if R*(X)=0 has a solution, R*(X)=Q and consequently R(X)=Q have an infinite number of solutions [5] . Theorem 3. // P* is the IXI matrix formed by the first I rows and I columns of P*, where I is chosen such that puis the last nonzero main diagonal element of P*, then if P?(X) =0 has a solution, R(X) =0 has a solution. where the c¡ are arbitrarily selected so that X -c¡ and pa are relatively prime for all i, j = l, 2, ■ ■ • , n -l, and ait = 0 (i>s). Then Anxn can be shown to be a right divisor of P*(A) where the elements ait (i<s, s = 1+1, 1+2, •••,«) will be constants and will be uniquely determined in terms of the elements c¡. The matrix Wi connected with A, since the rank of (Wi)i is /, will be of rank l+n -l = n. That is, A is the left associate of a matrix of the form A-X, and Xnxn will be a solution of R(X) =0.
As a special case of the above result, if | Pi| =0 and R(X) =0 has a solution, there will exist an infinite family of solutions. 4 The above results have an immediate application to the solution of the equation 2X=o AmX(KmXm)=0
where Km= (km,ij)lXn, Am = (am,ii)TXv, AXB=AXB = (Abij) [2] , and 0 is the rtXpn zero matrix.
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